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The rush that comes from being on a Yamaha WaveRunner¨ is unlike any other personal watercraft. ItÕs not just the thrill of
acceleration. ItÕs the momentum created by a half-century of marine innovation, brought to life with the squeeze of a throttle.
ItÕs 50 years building and riding watercraft, expressed through sleek lines and firing pistons, chrome accents and nanotechnology,
superchargers and fuel-efficient engine designs. ItÕs an unmistakable feeling that can never be emulated by anyone else.
A distinctive ride that continues to widen the gap between Yamaha and everyone else.
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IT TAKES MORE THAN VISION
TO SEE WHAT’S AHEAD. IT TAKES INSIGHT.

TELESCOPIC STEERING
The only one of its kind, a breakthrough
Telescopic Steering column adjusts to
provide three distinct riding positions Ð
making YamahaÕs FZ series the first-ever
sit-down watercraft specifically designed
for stand-up riding.

CRUISE ASSIST /
NO WAKE MODE™
While it takes power and drive to lead
the industry, it only takes a button to
stay there. YamahaÕs introduction of the
electronic throttle made it possible to
create the industryÕs Þrst Cruise Assist
feature and the industryÕs only No Wake
Mode feature Ð each designed to enhance
comfort and convenience with the push
of a button.

NANOXCEL™ HULL+ DECK

INSTRUMENTATION

With the creation of a proprietary NanoXcel
material, Yamaha forever altered the face
of watercraft design. Engineered through
nanotechnology, this revolutionary hull
material is both incredibly strong and
exceptionally lightweight. The improved
power-to-weight ratio of the NanoXcel
models creates phenomenal acceleration
and the most responsive, nimble ride on
the water.

Providing essential information at a glance,
WaveRunners feature a full dash with a fuel
gauge plus speed and RPM instrumentation.
YamahaÕs FX Cruiser SHO¨ exempliÞes the
height of YamahaÕs thoughtful design,
offering air and water temperature displays,
a compass and a fuel consumption display.
Most WaveRunners are also equipped with
a remote transmitter to engage Security
Mode and Low RPM Mode.ª Indicated
by a light on the dash, the activation of
Low RPM Mode can reduce fuel consumption
by up to 26 percent.
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With each new generation of WaveRunners¨, Yamaha is committed to delivering even more power, greater comfort and the most advanced
technology available. That dedication is evident in every feature, every WaveRunner, every year. Each feature is a demonstration of YamahaÕs
marine experience, a symbol of YamahaÕs profound understanding of watercraft and the epitome of the absolute latest in watercraft design.

SUPERCHARGED
SHO® ENGINE
YamahaÕs 1.8 liter, 1812cc, supercharged,
intercooled SHO engine is the largest
displacement engine ever created for a
personal watercraft. Nearly 300ccÕs larger,
yet 45 pounds lighter than competitive
models, YamahaÕs SHO engine delivers
astounding acceleration and top speed.

CRUISER® SEAT

FUEL EFFICIENCY

FIT+ FINISH

With the invention of an ergonomic Cruiser
seat, Yamaha took an innovative design
and turned it into an exceedingly more
comfortable style of riding Ð changing more
than just the shape of the WaveRunner, but
also the way people experienced it.

YamahaÕs affordable VX¨ series continues
to lead the industry in fuel economy. A
commitment that extends across the lineup,
YamahaÕs four-stroke marine engines have
always been optimized to run on the least
expensive regular unleaded fuel. WhatÕs more,
the SHO engine is the only engine in the
high-performance category built to run
on 87-octane fuel.

As the only PWC manufacturer with full-scale
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VX¨ Deluxe

5.5 GPH

Kawasaki 15F

6.95 GPH

Sea-Doo GTI 130

7.8 GPH 
Source: BoatTEST.com¨ and PWI¨

high-compression molding capabilities, every
Yamaha hull and deck is constructed to exact
tolerances, maximizing strength and durability.
A scratch-resistant black hull helps maintain
the pristine exterior, while bold graphics and
metallic paints add to the immaculate appeal Ð
creating a quality Þt and Þnish that reafÞrms
YamahaÕs unfailing commitment to every detail.
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Agile and aggressive, the new FZR evokes YamahaÕs

world-championship racing heritage, while ushering in a new era of high-performance
watercraft design. Built specifically to accommodate stand-up riding, the FZR introduces a new

FZR

™

Starting at $12,599
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

state-of-the-art NanoXcelª hull that bonds man with machine like never before. Delivering unequaled
high-speed cornering control, exceptional balance and extraordinary edge-holding capabilities,
the FZR maneuvers as if it were an extension of the driver.

QUICK SHIFT TRIM SYSTEM

RACE-INSPIRED HULL

INSTRUMENTATION

TELESCOPIC STEERING

YamahaÕs grip-mounted trim system can be
adjusted quickly when riding to dial in the handling
even further for tighter turns and maximum agility.

An all-new performance-oriented NanoXcelª hull
delivers supreme edge-to-edge inside lean handling
and unprecedented predictability Ð creating the
perfect balance of nimbleness and maneuverability.

Two large analog dials reveal the FZRÕs racing
spirit Ð giving speed and RPM readouts at a glance.

Offering three distinct riding positions, the
Telescopic Steering column caters to a style
of stand-up riding natural to extreme athletes
while providing an intense, low position that
gets the driver even closer to the action.
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HULL + DECK
Newly Designed Performance Driven
Hull and Deck featuring NanoXcelª
1-2 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
21.3 gallons of storage

ENGINE

FEATURES

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
1812cc High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter, Intercooled
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

Telescopic Steering for Stand-up Riding
Dual Analog Meter
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Quick Shift Trim System
Watertight Storage Under Seat
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FZS

™

Starting at $12,899
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.
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With its revolutionary hull design and stand-up riding capabilities, the FZS sends a ripple

through the industry that will be felt for years to come. Distinguished by its incredible high-speed handling,
the FZS combines remarkably tight turning with an edge-to-edge inside lean character for a ride that is
as exciting as it is precise. The FZS also features an extended seat for multiple passengers and the option to tow.
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HULL+ DECK

ENGINE

FEATURES

TELESCOPIC STEERING

SUPERCHARGED SHO® ENGINE

REBOARDING STEP

REMOTE TRANSMITTER

Newly Designed Performance Driven
Hull and Deck featuring NanoXcelª
1-3 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
21.3 gallons of storage

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
1812cc High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter, Intercooled
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

Telescopic Steering for Stand-up Riding
Dual Analog Meter
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Reboarding Step
Extended Seat

A Telescopic Steering column adjusts to offer three
different riding styles Ð an extreme low position,
seated and an aggressive stand-up stance.

Proudly boasting a four-cylinder, 1.8 liter, 1812cc,
supercharged, intercooled SHO engine, the FZS
is able to accelerate from 0-30 in less than
two seconds.

The FZS also includes a reboarding step, making
it easy to climb back onboard Ð should the
inclination to stop for a swim ever strike.

A remote transmitter makes it easy to engage
Security Mode, disabling the ignition when the
WaveRunner¨ is left unattended.

Speed attained depends on a variety of factors including onboard
weight, pwc maintenance, operator skill, and water conditions.
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Heralded as the most award-winning personal watercraft of all time, the FX SHO

pairs the massive torque of the industryÕs largest engine with the responsive ride of a NanoXcelª hull and deck.
Possessing an undeniably confident design that allows for supreme stability and unmatched power when

FX SHO

®

Starting at $12,599
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

offshore riding, the FX SHO begs the question Ð is it still considered a race if no one else can keep up?

ADJUSTABLE STEERING
Using a lever on the steering column, the
handlebars can be tilted to best fit the driver.
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CRUISE ASSIST / NO WAKE MODE™
With the push of a button, Cruise Assist holds an
optimum speed for fluid, consistent towing. With
the push of another button, No Wake Mode makes
navigating through controlled areas effortless.

WATERTIGHT STORAGE

QUICK SHIFT TRIM SYSTEM

HULL + DECK

ENGINE

With more than 23 gallons of storage, including
a watertight bin, the FX SHO offers plenty of
room to securely house gear.

Easily modiÞed when riding, the quick shift trim
system adjusts to suit the driverÕs riding style
and to provide added stability in choppy water.

NanoXcelª Hull and Deck
1-3 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
23.7 gallons of storage

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
1812cc High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter, Intercooled
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

FEATURES
Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
10
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FX HO
®

Starting at $11,399
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.
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The new FX HO proudly bears a badge of power that other watercraft have yet to earn.

With an ultra-lightweight design and the unmatched power of a fuel-efficient 1.8 liter, 1812cc normally
aspirated High Output engine, the FX HO redefines the high performance category Ð pairing unrivaled
power with an incomparable price.

HULL + DECK
NanoXcelª Hull and Deck
1-3 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
23.7 gallons of storage

ENGINE
4-cylinder, 4-stroke, 1812cc
High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

FEATURES
Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
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REMOTE TRANSMITTER

REVERSE

CRUISE ASSIST / NO WAKE MODE™

NANOXCEL™ HULL+ DECK

Both set using YamahaÕs remote transmitter, Low
RPM Mode governs the RPM level for maximum
fuel efÞciency, while Security Mode protects the
WaveRunner¨ from unauthorized startups.

By limiting the RPMs, reverse with traction
control enhances low speed maneuverability Ð
reducing cavitation for effortless docking and
launching.

Cruise Assist allows for steady towing and
simple speed adjustments with the push of a
button. And No Wake Mode regulates RPMs for
superior low-speed maneuverability.

The incorporation of a durable, ultra-lightweight
NanoXcel hull and deck makes the new FX HO
25 percent lighter than previous models Ð allowing
for extraordinary acceleration and top speed.
12

To say no other luxury watercraft can compare to YamahaÕs FX Cruiser SHO isnÕt an exaggeration Ð
itÕs a fact. Earning the watercraft industryÕs highest honor, Watercraft WorldÕs¨ 2008 Watercraft of the Year, the
FX Cruiser SHO combines YamahaÕs luxurious Cruiser¨ seat with an amenity-rich layout and a nimble NanoXcelª

FX CRUISER SHO

®

Starting at $13,199
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

hull and deck Ð seamlessly melding intelligent design with indulgent performance.

ADJUSTABLE STEERING
The steering column of the FX Cruiser SHO can be
adjusted to an appropriate height Ð reducing arm
fatigue for additional comfort.
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CRUISE ASSIST / NO WAKE MODE™

SUPERCHARGED SHO® ENGINE

REMOTE TRANSMITTER

HULL + DECK

ENGINE

Setting a constant engine speed, Cruise Assist
minimizes throttle tension for long afternoons
of cruising. And No Wake Mode makes it easy
to sustain a consistent speed in no wake zones.

The powerful 1.8 liter, 1812cc, supercharged,
intercooled SHO engine delivers split-second
acceleration and exceptional top speed Ð increasing
YamahaÕs ever-widening lead over the competition.

Activated with a remote transmitter, Low
RPM Modeª sets the RPMs for maximum
fuel efficiency Ð allowing WaveRunners¨ to go
20 percent farther on a tank of gas.

NanoXcelª Hull and Deck
1-3 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
23.7 gallons of storage

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
1812cc High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter, Intercooled
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

FEATURES
Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
Watertight Storage
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FX CRUISER HO
®

Starting at $11,899
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

@ 3 4 7 < 3 2 The ultimate fusion of the legendary and the latest, the all-new FX Cruiser HO
joins celebrated Yamaha craftsmanship and revolutionary watercraft design. Pairing the renowned comfort
of YamahaÕs Cruiser¨ seat and raised handlebars with a pristine new NanoXcelª hull and deck, the FX Cruiser HO
is a watercraft that is as forward-thinking as it is laid-back.

1
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HULL + DECK

ENGINE

FEATURES

CRUISE ASSIST / NO WAKE MODE™

ADJUSTABLE STEERING

REBOARDING STEP

REMOTE TRANSMITTER

NanoXcelª Hull and Deck
1-3 persons
18.5 gallons fuel capacity
23.7 gallons of storage

4-cylinder, 4-stroke,
1812cc High Output Marine Engine
1.8 Liter
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
Cruiser¨ Seat

By setting a consistent engine speed, Cruise
Assist reduces throttle fatigue Ð making long
tours more comfortable, while No Wake Mode
caps the engineÕs RPMs at approximately five
miles per hour for navigation in controlled zones.

To best accommodate the driver, the steering
column can be tilted up or down Ð offering
greater comfort.

A reboarding step makes it easy to climb back on
board after a swim Ð then conveniently tucks away
when not in use.

With the push of a button, a remote transmitter
offers a simple way to safeguard the WaveRunner¨
against unauthorized startups or to regulate
top speed for increased fuel efficiency.
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impressive

Forever altering the landscape of watercraft design, the VX Cruiser breaks down

barriers between comfort, luxury and affordability, creating a class of watercraft that embraces all three.
With sculpted lines, a generous Cruiser seat and the best fuel efficiency in the industry, the top-selling

VX CRUISER

®

Starting at $8,699
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

VX Cruiser transcends all preconceptions of affordable watercraft Ð offering a uniquely gratifying experience
at a price that is equally satisfying.

CRUISER® SEAT

EXTENDED REAR PLATFORM

STORAGE

REMOTE TRANSMITTER

HULL + DECK

ENGINE

An innovative design that creates space between
driver and passenger, YamahaÕs exclusive Cruiser
seat provides remarkable comfort and support for
everyone onboard.

The extended rear platform offers additional
space to sit back and enjoy the surroundings
when moored. And with the addition of a new
reboarding step, itÕs even easier to get in and out
of the water.

A conveniently located glove box and nearly
18 gallons of storage provide space for the
daily necessities.

The remote transmitter can be used to engage
Low RPM Modeª for increased fuel efficiency,
or to set Security Mode to prevent unauthorized
startups when the WaveRunner¨ is docked.

1-3 persons
15.9 gallons fuel capacity
17.8 gallons of storage

4-cylinder, 4-stroke
Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection
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FEATURES
Cruiser¨ Seat
Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
Reboarding Step
18

VX DELUXE
®

Starting at $8,299
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

versatile

With the capacity to tow and ability to go longer between fill-ups, the VX Deluxe

keeps going long after so-called competitors have opted to call it a day. Offering a selection of amenities
that make this affordable three-seater feel more like a high-end watercraft, the VX Deluxe is virtually
unbeatable as one of the industryÕs best-selling personal watercraft.
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HULL + DECK

ENGINE

FEATURES

TOW HOOK

DASH INSTRUMENTATION

STORAGE

REMOTE TRANSMITTER

1-3 persons
15.9 gallons fuel capacity
17.8 gallons of storage

4-cylinder, 4-stroke
Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure Pump
Electronic Fuel Injection

Remote Transmitter
Security Mode
Low RPM Modeª
Glovebox
Reverse

With the power of a reliable, four-stroke engine,
a roomy extended seat and a tow hook, the VX
Deluxe opens up even more opportunities for
adventure on the water.

An ergonomic dash keeps the driver apprised
of crucial information with easy-to-read digital
gauges.

A glove box with built-in cupholders provides
a place to store items Ð keeping them secure
and dry.

Complete with controls for Low RPM Mode
and Security Mode, the remote transmitter
can be used to increase fuel efficiency on
the water or to disable the ignition when the
WaveRunner¨ is not in use.
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playful

VX SPORT
®

Sporty yet practical, the VX Sport shows off the

dual aspects of its personality with a sturdy black hull, dynamic

Starting at $7,899

performance and outstanding dependability.

Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

VX

®

trusted

STORAGE

VISIBILITY SPOUT

The VX Sport features nearly 18 gallons of
storage to hold all of the dayÕs gear.

An unmistakable symbol of the Yamaha brand,
the visibility spout makes the WaveRunner easy
to locate on the water.

Affordable and reliable, the VX made it possible

for recreational riders to become Yamaha owners Ð creating an

Starting at $7,699

entirely new generation of watercraft enthusiasts.

Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

NUMBER ONE CHOICE OF
ALL RENTAL OPERATORS

SUPERJET
Starting at $7,199
Price does not include prep, freight or tax.

™
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EXTENDED REAR PLATFORM

#1 RENTAL CHOICE

A signature of the VX line, an extended rear
platform offers space to hang out or reboard
the WaveRunner¨ after a swim.

Built on a proven reputation of reliability, the VX
continues to be the number one choice among
those who depend on their WaveRunners all day,
every day.

PERFORMANCE HULL

FOOT TRAY

A wide, race-inspired hull design features
built-in sponsons for better hook-up and
remarkable stability when cornering.

A foot tray with slip-resistant surface increases
balance by offering the rider additional traction.

Impossible to dethrone, the SuperJet

continues its epic reign as the best selling stand-up in watercraft
history. On and off the course, the SuperJet delivers an impeccable
balance of complete freedom and ultimate control.
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A - Yamaha MOD Print Neoprene Two Buckle PFD
MAW-09VNP-BL-(SM-XX) -Blue
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Offering a wide array of accessories, Yamaha ensures that every day on the water is as comfortable and
enjoyable as possible. Exciting board short designs keep everyone outÞtted in style on land while a selection
of PFDs and neoprene keep passengers and drivers protected on the water. Yamaha wakeboards and
towable tubes provide even more options, maximizing the versatility of each WaveRunner.¨ To see the entire
line of riding gear and accessories, visit yamaha-motor.com.

B - Yamaha Neoprene Two Buckle PFD
MAR-09VNE-BL-(XS-3X) -Blue
C - MenÕs Yamaha MOD Print Board Shorts
MAR-09UBS-BL-(28-40) - Blue
D - Yamaha Full Finger Glove
MAR-07GFF-BL-(XS-XX) - Blue
E - Yamaha Sport Booty
MAR-05BSB-BK-(XS-XX)
F - FZRª WaveRunner Cover
MWV-CVRFZ-BL-GY

J

K

YAMAHA MAINTENANCE

M

Yamaha also offers several maintenance products designed to extend
the life of the engine, for a lifetime on the water. Yamalube¨ engine
oils offer superior protection against corrosion and wear for the engine.
And YamahaÕs Ring Freeª Fuel Additive improves power and efÞciency

L

N

by cleaning carbon and varnish from the engineÕs internal components.
Yamalube¨ 4-W 10W-40 1-Quart Bottle
LUB-10W40-WV-12 (Qty. 12*)
Ring Freeª Fuel Additive 12 Oz. Bottle
ACC-RNGFR-12-00 (Qty. 12*)
*Dealer pack quantities shown - available individually from your dealer.

G - Yamaha Dyneema¨ Pro Wakeboard Rope
SBT-PROWK-RP-08
H - WaveRunner Pull-up Cleat
MWV-PUCLE-AT-07
I - WaveRunner Pro Lanyard with Whistle
MWV-PROLN-YD-RD - Red
Optional colors shown
J - Yamaha Kneeboard
SBT-KNEEB-RD-08
K - Yamaha Inßatable Floating Cooler
MAR-FLTCL-ER-06
L - Yamaha 1-2 Rider Deck Tube
MAR-DTUBE-58-06
M - Soft-Style Anchor
MWV-ANCHR-BG-00
N - Yamaha WaveRunner Fender
MWV-WVRNR-HH-BL - Blue
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FZR™

FZS™

FX SHO®

FX® HO

FX CRUISER SHO®

FX CRUISER® HO

VX CRUISER®

VX® DELUXE

VX® SPORT

VX®

SUPERJET™

Available Colors

Metallic Racing Blue

Crimson Red Metallic or Stealth Black

Atomic Blue Metallic or Stealth Black

Eclipse Black

Bronze Metallic or Crimson Red Metallic

Platinum Metallic

Available Colors

Eclipse Black or Platinum Metallic

Eclipse Black or Neptune Blue

Heat Red

Aqua Blue

Atomic Blue

Rider Capacity

1-2 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

Rider Capacity

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1-3 persons

1 person

Length

131.9" (3.35 M)

132.7" (3.37 M)

132.7" (3.37 M)

132.7" (3.37 M)

132.7" (3.37 M)

132.7" (3.37 M)

Length

128.7" (3.27 M)

126.8" (3.22 M)

126.8" (3.22 M)

126.8" (3.22 M)

88.2" (2.24 M)

Width

48.4" (1.23 M)

48.4" (1.23 M)

48.4" (1.23 M)

48.4" (1.23 M)

48.4" (1.23 M)

48.4" (1.23 M)

Width

46.1" (1.17 M)

46.1" (1.17 M)

46.1" (1.17 M)

46.1" (1.17 M)

26.8" (.68 M)

Height

45.7" (1.16 M)

45.7" (1.16 M)

45.7" (1.16 M)

45.7" (1.16 M)

48.8" (1.24 M)

48.8" (1.24 M)

Height

45.3" (1.15 M)

45.3" (1.15 M)

45.3" (1.15 M)

45.3" (1.15 M)

26" (.66 M)

807 LBS (366 KG)

813 LBS (369 KG)

829 LBS (376 KG)

794 LBS (360 KG)

840 LBS (381 KG)

805 LBS (365 KG)

716 LBS (325 KG)

710 LBS (322 KG)

703 LBS (319 KG)

703 LBS (319 KG)

306 LBS (139 KG)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

18.5 GAL (70 L)

15.9 GAL (60 L)

15.9 GAL (60 L)

15.9 GAL (60 L)

15.9 GAL (60 L)

HULL+DECK SPECIFICATIONS

Dry Weight
Fuel Capacity

Glove Box
Hydro-Turf¨ Mats

21.3 GAL (80.6 L)

21.3 GAL (80.6 L)

23.7 GAL (89.6 L)

23.7 GAL (89.6 L)

23.7 GAL (89.6 L)

23.7 GAL (89.6 L)

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

NanoXcelª Ultra-lightweight Hull and Deck

Storage Capacity
Glove Box
Hydro-Turf¨ Mats

Extra-strength FRP Deck
Thickly Padded Tray

Sponsons

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

155mm High-pressure

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure

4-cylinder, 4-stroke, 1.8 Liter
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure

4-cylinder, 4-stroke, 1.8 Liter
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine
155mm High-pressure

1812CC

1812CC

1812CC

1812CC

1812CC

1812CC

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

Engine Type

Supercharged 4-cylinder, 4-stroke
High Output Yamaha Marine Engine

Pump Type
Electronic Fuel Injection
Low RPM Modeª
Yamaha Sound Suppression System
Yamaha Engine Management System

FEATURES
Telescopic Steering

¥

¥

Adjustable Tilt Steering
Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

with Traction Control

with Traction Control

with Traction Control

with Traction Control

with Traction Control

with Traction Control

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

Analog Meter

Dual

Dual

Digital Meter

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Quick Shift Trim System
Reboarding Step
Multifunction Instrumentation Panel

Air Temperature Display
Water Temperature Display
Fuel Consumption Display
Compass
Dual Mirrors
Watertight Storage

¥

¥

Under Seat

Under Seat

¥
¥

¥
¥

Raised Handlebars
Pull-up Cleats
Tow Hook
Security Mode
Remote Transmitter

17.8 GAL (67.2 L)

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

Engine Type

4-cylinder, 4-stroke Yamaha Marine Engine

4-cylinder, 4-stroke Yamaha Marine Engine

4-cylinder, 4-stroke Yamaha Marine Engine

4-cylinder, 4-stroke Yamaha Marine Engine

2-cylinder, 2-stroke Yamaha Marine Engine

Pump Type

155mm High-pressure

155mm High-pressure

155mm High-pressure

155mm High-pressure

144mm

1052CC

1052CC

1052CC

1052CC

701CC

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

Automatic Bilge System
Electronic Bilge
Sponsons

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

Displacement
Electronic Fuel Injection
Low RPM Modeª
Yamaha Sound Suppression System
Yamaha Engine Management System

¥

FEATURES

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

Cruiser¨ Seat

¥

Adjustable Tilt Steering
Cruise Assist
No Wake Modeª
Reverse

¥

¥

¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

¥

Quick Shift Trim System
Reboarding Step
Multifunction Instrumentation Panel
Analog Meter
Digital Meter
Air Temperature Display
Water Temperature Display
Fuel Consumption Display
Compass
Dual Mirrors

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Dual Cupholders

Watertight Storage
Raised Handlebars
Pull-up Cleats
Tow Hook
Security Mode
Remote Transmitter
Dual Cupholders
Beverage Holder

Beverage Holder
Finger Throttle

17.8 GAL (67.2 L)

¥
¥
¥

Telescopic Steering

Cruiser¨ Seat

Reverse

17.8 GAL (67.2 L)

¥
¥
¥

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

Displacement

17.8 GAL (67.2 L)

Chrome Accents

Thickly Padded Tray
Electronic Bilge

4.8 GAL (18 L)
1.5 GAL (5.5 L)

NanoXcelª Ultra-lightweight Hull and Deck

Extra-strength FRP Deck
Automatic Bilge System
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Fuel Capacity

Extended Rear Platform

Extended Rear Platform
Chrome Accents

Dry Weight
Reserve Fuel Capacity

Reserve Fuel Capacity
Storage Capacity

HULL+DECK SPECIFICATIONS

¥

¥

¥
¥

¥
¥

Yamaha reserves the right to change speciÞcations without notice. ConÞrm with your dealer before purchase. SpeciÞcations and measurements are approximations and subject to variances.

¥
¥

¥
¥

Finger Throttle

¥
Not available in CA or NY
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